In [l] Carter showed the existence within a finite solvable group of a conjugate class of nilpotent self normalizing subgroups. In [2] Gaschütz defined Carter's work in the more general setting of formation theory. In [l] Carter showed that his groups satisfy a cover and avoidance property with respect to suitable factors of G. This note will extend this result within the framework of formation theory.
All groups considered will be finite and solvable. All definitions appear in [l] or [2] and all notations will be standard save where explicit definitions are given, g will be a formation whose ^-groups may or may not exist. G(5) will be the unique normal subgroup of G minimal with respect to the property that G/G(%)E%- Thus since G/dQ% and GG5 we have that Cu is precisely G(%). It follows that M is an g-group of G.
To bring Carter's cover avoidance property under our theorem we prove
